From the Netherlands
Motorway E19 “Antwerp - Brussel”
Exit Ring Brussel “RO” following the exit “E40 Oostende” and “E19 Bergen”

or

From France
Motorway E19 “Paris - Bruxelles” ending on the Brussels ring

then
On the Brussels ring, exit 21 “Koekelberg - Centrum”
Continue straight ahead on the avenue Charles Quint (avenue with traffic lights)
Enter the tunnel direction centre
Exit from the tunnel at “Centre/Rogier”
Follow the main boulevard straight ahead (boulevard d’Anvers)
At the “place Rogier”, 200m farther, turn right in the boulevard Adolphe Max
Drive for about 100m
The hotel is on your left hand side

From Germany
Motorway E411 “Luxembourg-Bruxelles”
Exit Ring Brussel “RO” direction Zaventem and E40 Brussel - Luik/Liège
On the Brussels ring take exit direction “E40/A3 - Brussel”
Continue always straight ahead and enter the tunnel direction “Centre/European Institutions”
At the end of the tunnel continue straight ahead
At the round-about, take the 2nd exit rue de la Loi direction “Centre”
Follow the direction centre/Nord and turn right on the small ring (R20A)
Take the tunnels until exit “Rogier”
Drive down to the Rogier square and turn left in the boulevard Adolphe Max
Drive for about 100m
The hotel is on your left hand side

GPS: 50.854157 - 4.356573
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